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Abstract 
Scobelcv, B.Yu. and E.V. Vorozhtsov, Stability analysis of difference schemes by catastrophe theory methods, 
Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 44 (1992) l-20. 
When analyzing the stability of difference schemes by the Fourier method one usually investigates the location 
of zeros of some algebraic equation with respect to a unit circle in a complex plane. We propose to investigate 
instead of this equation the behaviour of a family of curvc~ described by a different algebraic equation whose 
coefficients are computed on the basis of the coefficients of the above equation and depend on the 
parameters, the number of which is equal to the number of space variables in the original Cauchy problem for 
a partial differential equation with constant coefficients. One of the curves of this family describes the 
behaviour of the stability domain boundary of a difference scheme. It is shown by examples of two well-known 
difference schemes how the mathematical apparatus of catastrophe theory can be used effectively for the 
detection of the domains of instability and of stability of a difference scheme. Based on the technique we 
propose a method for the numerical determination of the stability domain boundary of a difference scheme. 
Keywords: Finite difference scheme; stability; catastrophe theory. 
1. Introduction 
Various versions of the finite-difference method, the finite-volume method, the finite-ele- 
ment method, etc., are widely used for the numerical solution of different mathematical physics 
problems. An important criterion affecting the choice of a numerical method is the stability of a 
corresponding computational algorithm [13]. One of the practical methods of investigating the 
stability of numerical approximations is the Fourier method [13], which in many cases enables 
one to obtain more accurate results as compared to a number of other approaches [3,14]. When 
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investigating the stability of difference schemes by this method, one substitutes solutions of the 
form 
U(x, t) = U, exp{i(kx - it)} (1) 
into the scheme, where x = (x,, . . . , x,), x,, . . . , xL are the spatial coordinates, L 2 1, t is the 
time, k=(k ,,..., kL) is a real wave vector, o is the wave frequency, U is the vector of the 
desired solution, U,, is a constant vector, i = m. 
Usually the stability domain of a numerical approximation is constructed in the space of 
nondimensional quantities K~, . . . , K~, Ma 1 [3,9,14]. Let K = (K~, . . . , ~~1. Upon substituting 
(1) into a difference scheme one obtains an amplification matrix G(K, 5) [13], where 4 = 
([ ,r.. &), 5/= k,h,, I= I,..., L, h, is a step of a uniform computing mesh along the 
coordinate x,, 1 = 1,. . . , L. Let A,, . . . , A, be the eigenvalues of the amplification matrix G. 
Then the von Neumann necessary stability condition takes the form [13] 
lhjl <1+0(r), j=l,..., II, n>l, (2) 
where r is the time step of a difference scheme. 
Let 
f(A, KY 6) = 2 aj(K, s)A”-’ (3) 
j=O 
be a characteristic polynomial (c.p.> of the amplification matrix G. Usually the coefficients 
fZ;(K, 5) of the polynomial (3) prove to be periodic functions of the spectral variables [r, . . . , tL 
with the periods T,, . . . , TL, respectively. Consider in an L-dimensional Euclidean space &?‘L of 
the 5 points a parallelepiped II: (0 < tr < T,, I= 1,. . . , L}. Denote by EM an M-dimensional 
Euclidean space of the points K = (K,, . . . , K,,,,). Let the parallelepiped 
P: (KTi” < K,, < K;=, p = 1,. . . , f%!f) 
be given in EM, where K:~“, ~~~~ are given quantities. It is assumed that 
to be determined in P. 
the stability domain is 
One of the approaches to the stability analysis on the basis of the c.p. (3) consists of a 
numerical solution of an algebraic equation f(A, K, 5) = 0. For example, for II = 3 in (3) the 
zeros Aj were found in [17-191 by the Cardano formulas. Despite the fact that in the case n > 3 
there are various iterative techniques for the determination of the polynomial zeros, it should 
be noted that the computing time needed for their determination rapidly increases with ~1. In 
addition, one often has to use different algorithms for the refinement of the zeros, because the 
values of these zeros have been determined only approximately. 
In this connection it is of interest to use the idea of applying various algebraic methods for 
the analysis of the distribution of the zeros in the complex plane. These methods do not use a 
laborious and approximate process for a direct determination of the polynomial zeros. A review 
of related work was given in [21]. In particular, the Routh-Hurwitz and Lienard-Chipart 
criteria were employed in [20]. In the case of solving a generalized Routh-Hurwitz problem 
there arises the need to compute Hurwitz determinants 
Azj=Azj(~, t), j= l,..., n. (4) 
As is known [23], the computation for large 2j in (4) is very sensitive to machine round-off. 
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Therefore, one has to use very laborious computational procedures (the scaling of matrices and 
the method of rotations) in order to calculate the values of the determinants in (4) to an 
acceptable accuracy. The main portion of the machine time is spent for the methods of [2,20,21] 
in the computation of the determinants (4). It was proposed in [22] to apply the techniques of 
pattern recognition theory when constructing arbitrary multiply connected stability domains for 
difference schemes. For this purpose a binary feature 
f( I={ 1, K Azj(~, S)>O, KEP, VcEfl, j=l,...,n, 
-1, otherwise, 
was proposed in [22]. It follows from (5) that the function (5) is discontinuous at a boundary r 
of the stability domain of a difference scheme. However, one needs to compute the determi- 
nants (4) when using the Routh-Hurwitz theory for the classification of points K E P with the 
aid of the feature (5). 
In connection with the foregoing it is of interest to find other approaches to the solution of a 
problem on the stability analysis of numerical approximations within the context of a linear von 
Neumann analysis. The methods of catastrophe theory are used in the present paper for this 
purpose. These methods enable one to investigate the behaviour of the critical points of a 
family of functions under the variation of the family parameters [12]. Catastrophe theory has 
found wide application in physics and mechanics. In particular, its methods were successfully 
used in hydrodynamic stability theory for the investigation of bifurcations of the solutions of the 
Navier-Stokes equations [15,16]. In our case it proves to be possible to reduce a problem (21, 
(3) of the determination of the stability domain to a problem of the determination of a 
manifold of zeros and critical points of some family of functions. We show the efficiency of the 
methods of catastrophe theory in the determination of the stability domains of difference 
schemes and present new results on the stability of a well-known difference scheme. 
2. Resultant of the characteristic polynomial of difference scheme 
Consider in the domain C?: 1 xi 1 < ~0, j = 1,. . . , L, 0 < t < T, 0 < T < m, an equation system 
of hyperbolic or parabolic type: 
XJ/dt = L( D)U, (6) 
where U = {U,( x, t 1, . . . , U,<n, t)} is a vector function of x and t, m 2 1, 
L(D) = 5 A,D”, 
a=1 
D~=DPI . . . DE”, a, + ... +a, =a, 
Dj=~, j=l,..., L, 
I 
A,=)Iajy(, i,j=l,..., m, (Y=l,..., p, pal, 
a;. are constants. Set the initial conditions 
U(x, 0) = &(x> (7) 
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for the system (6), where U,,(x) is a given vector function. Approximate the system (6) by a 
(4 + 1)-level difference scheme, q 2 1. If q > 1, then one can replace the system of (q + 1)-level 
difference equations with the aid of new dependent variables by a system of two-layer 
equations [ 131 
c,tin+ 1 + c,un = 0, 
where C, and C, are some linear difference (generally 
coefficients depending on the time step r and on the steps 
(8) 
matrix) operators with constant 
h ,,“‘, h,, tin = ti(x, rz~), n = 0, 
1 s-7 [T/r]; the symbol [a] denotes the integral part of the number a. 
difference equations (8) we stipulate with the aid of (7) the initial condition 
For the system of 
U”(x) = u,(x), (9) 
where c”(x) is a given function. At q = 1, ~,<x) coincides with U,(X) from (7). 
As an initial step on the way towards the application of catastrophe theory, we construct a 
family of functions such that the stability domain boundary of a difference initial-value problem 
(8), (9) will be determined by the manifold of zeros of this family. 




in the characteristic polynomial (3) of scheme (8). Introduce the notation 
i 
w+l 




Then the condition 
Re w,<O, j= l,..., II, 
corresponds to the condition 
]hj] Gl, j=l,..., y1, 
where wj are the zeros of the polynomial f(w, K, 5). At the boundary r of the stability domain 
0 the polynomial (11) should have at least one purely imaginary zero. Let us set w = io and 
consider the polynomial 
+(@, K, g) =&, K, 6). (12) 
It is obvious that the stability domain boundary r is determined by those values of the 
quantities K, g for which the polynomial (12) has a real zero u. The zeros of the polynomial 
(12) are determined by a system of two equations with real coefficients: 
Re 4(a, K, 6) = 0, Im +, K, 5) = 0. (13) 
The system (13) has a solution if and only if the resultant of the polynomials Re 4 and Im 4 is 
equal to zero [6]: 
R(K, 6) = 0. (14) 
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As is known [6], the resultant of the 
+ . . . +b, is a determinant of the form 
R= 
a0 a1 
. . . an 
0 %I a1 . . . 
00 -.-0 
b” . . . kn 
0 b,, ... 
0 . . . 0 b, 0.. 
polynomials acpn + a,cnpl + . . . +a, and boom 
0 . . . 
a, 0 ... 
a0 
. . . 
0 . . . 







1 m rows 
)n rows 
/ 
Note that in the case when the relationship (14) is satisfied, cases occur when the system (131 
either had no real solutions or has complex solutions in addition to the real solutions. Since the 
coefficients of the equations (13) are real, it is obvious that the complex solutions may appear 
only as pairs of complex conjugate numbers. Then the numbers w = ia = + Im (T + i Re (T will 
correspond in the complex plane w to each such pair of zeros. It can be seen that one of the 
zeros has Re w > 0, and consequently the difference scheme is unstable at the corresponding 
point (K, 6). It follows from the foregoing that the values of the parameters (K, 51 satisfying 
(14) belong either to the domain of instability of a difference scheme or to its boundary (in the 
latter case the system (13) should have only the real solutions). 
Equation (14) means that the problem on the determination of the boundary r may be 
considered as a problem on studying the zeros of the family of functions of M variables 
Ki,. . . , KM, which depends on L parameters [i,. . . , lL. Another point of view is possible, 
namely, when the quantities ci are considered to be variables and ~~ are assumed to be the 
parameters. We will follow the first point of view, and the efficiency of another approach will 
be discussed in the concluding section of this work. 
3. Analysis of a difference scheme for the advection-diffusion equation 
Let us illustrate the application for the resultant with the example of stability analysis of a 
difference scheme approximating a model partial differential equation with constant coeffi- 
cients. Consider the advection-diffusion equation in the case of one spatial variable: 
au au a2u 
where a = const. is the advection speed, p = const. > 0 is the diffusion coefficient. Let us 
approximate (151 with the aid of a well-known explicit finite-difference scheme with forward 
differences in time and central differences in the spatial variable [14]: 
(16) 
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In (16), u,? = u( j/r , mu), 7 is the time step. Let us substitute the function uj” = A” eijklhl into 
(16) where i = ti - 1 . As a result we obtain a characteristic polynomial of the scheme (16) in the 
form (3), where 
II = 1, a,= 1, Ul(K1, K2, [,) = -1 + Kli sin 51 f 2K2(1 - cos t,), (17) 
and K1, K2 are nondimensional complexes determined by the formulas 
a7 CLQ- 
Kl=-, h, K2=q* (18) 
In this case the polynomial 4 (12) has the form 
4 =i(l +a,)(~+ 1 -a,, 
and the resultant of a corresponding equation system is given by the following expression: 
+I> K&I) = KfSin2[, + 4K;(1 - cos &)2 - 4(1 - cos &)K** 
It can be rewritten in the form 
R = 4(1 - cos &)@K,, K2 ;51)> (19) 
where 
i(Klr K2;&)=(Y,Kf+~2K;-K2, a1 = 
(sin25,) 
-l-cosl$,. 
4(1 - cos &) ’ a2 - (20) 
Since the first factor in (19) does not involve any limitafions on K, and ~2, we shall consider in 
the following the zeros of the one-parametric family R*~(K,, K~) = R(K~, ~~ ; tl>. If (Ye, a2 Z 0, 
then the equation i(K,, K2 ; tl) = 0 easily reduces to the canonical equation for an ellipse 
4Cf,CX2K: + 4Ci;( K2 - (2CX2)-‘1’ = 1. (21) 
At [I = 0, a2 = 0 and Q, = +. In this case the ellipse degenerates into a parabola of the form 
1 2 
K2 = yK1. (22) 
Another limiting case corresponds to the value [I = r. Then (Ye = 0 and CY~ = 2, and from (20) 
it follows that the ellipse degenerates into two lines ~2 = 0 and ~~ = i. The graphs of the zeros 
of the family i(K,, K2 ; tl) at different values of the parameter 5, are presented in Fig. 1. The 
boundary of the dashed region in Fig. 1 belongs to a discriminant set (an envelope) of a 
one-parametric family of functions R[$K,, K~) = R(K*, ~2 ; tl> = 0. Indeed, it is easy to show 
that i = al?/@, = 0 at ~2 = +, t1 =T and at ~~ = +K:, [I = 0. Note that at the points_ of 
intersection of boundary curves (+ 1, i) and at the coordinate origin, the function R is 
identically equal to zero at all the values of tl. These three points are fundamental points of 
the sheaf of ellipses (21) [lo]. 
Thus in accordance with the behaviour of the zeros of the family R(K~, ~~ ; tl) the plane of 
nondimensional parameters K~ and ~2 of the difference scheme (16) is subdivided into three 
regions (Fig. 1). The regions I and III do not contain the zeros of the R51(~1, ~2) family, and 
some solution of the equation R = 0 corresponds to each point of the region II. It is easy to see 
that in region I the zero of the characteristic polynomial (31, (17), A satisfies the condition 
1 A ( < 1 at all values t1 # 0. In the region III it satisfies the condition I h 1 > 1, and for any 
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Fig. 1. The lines 5, = AT; (5): .$, = 0; (6): 5, = ,m. 
point (K,, K~) belonging to the region II there may be found such values 5 E [0, 2~1 at which 
1 A(‘$, K2, tl> 1 > 1. It is clear that the stability region is the region I. It can be written as 
follows: K: < 2~~ G 1. Note that the same result has been obtained in [14] by different methods. 
The above example has not required the application of catastrophe theory owing to its 
simplicity. However, it is valuable in that it illustrates all the basic aspects of the application of 
the resultant in the Fourier method and, in particular, illustrates the appearance of three 
qualitatively different regions (regions I, II, III) in the parameter space of the problem. 
4. MacCormack scheme for the two-dimensional advection equation 
The MacCormack scheme [8,9,14] was widely used in aerodynamic computations in the 
seventies [14]. In recent years it has been used for the solution of other applied problems, see, 
for example, [4,7]. However, the MacCormack scheme can be unstable in some flow directions; 
some instances where this instability was observed have been cited in [14]. Consider the 
two-dimensional advection equation 
where A and B are the components of the advection velocity vector along the xi- and x2-axes, 
respectively. Approximate (23) by the MacCormack scheme [8]: 
fii, = u;; - T A;( Au:,) - T AT2( Buyi), 
q+l = ; (u; + hIi) - ;T A;( Aiiij) - ;T A,( Bfiij), 
(24) 
(25) 
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where the differencing operators in x, and x2 are determined by the formulas [9] 
‘;+I j-'ij 
Ax:uij = ’ A;uij = 
uij-";-] j 
hI ’ hI ’ 
'1 j+ I - 'tj 
A;uij = ’ 
uij-"i j-] 
h2 ’ 
A;pij = ’ . 
h2 
The scheme (24), (25) is an explicit scheme of second order. In [9, p.691 it was noted that “no 
complete theoretical study of the stability of scheme (24), (25) is known. In the inviscid case a 
necessary condition of stability can be deduced from the requirement that the numerical 
domain of dependence must contain the exact domain”. As a result one requires 
(26) 
In what follows we carry out an analytic study of the stability of the scheme (241, (25) by the 
methods of catastrophe theory. At first let us derive the expressions for the coefficients of the 
characteristic polynomial (3). To do this one must eliminate from (25) the intermediate 
quantities G with the aid of (24). As a result we obtain a difference equation involving only the 
quantities u”+ ’ and u”. In this equation the nondimensional complexes K~ and K* of the form 
AT BT 
K,=-, 
h, K2= K (27) 
occur. Therefore it is natural to determine the stability domain of the scheme (241, (25) in the 
space of the above quantities. Substituting a solution of the form (1) into a difference equation 
obtained, we get the c.p. (3) in which 
n = 1, a, = 1, +, 5) = b,(~, S) + ib2(K7 5) 
b,(K, 6) = - 1 + K;(l - COS I&) + K;(l - COS 6,) 
+ KIK2[(1 - COS [])(I - COS 62) + Sin ‘$1 Sin !$2]7 
b2(~, s)=K, Sin 51 +K2 Sin 52, A=exp(-h7). 
Note that the stability condition (26) presented in [9] may be written in the form 
(28) 
1 K, 1 + 1 K2 1 < 1. (29) 
Performing the stages (lo)-(13) as in the foregoing example, we obtain an expression for the 
resultant R(K, 4) as 
R(K, 4) = b; + b; - 1, (30) 
where the quantities b, and b, are determined by (28). Let us make in (28) a change of 
variables, 
K1 = K~ sin is,, K2 = ~~ sin it,. 
Then the resultant R may be written in the form 
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where 
a, = 4b, a,=2+4b2, a,=4b, b = cos{;(h - [,I>. (32) 
Consider some particular solutions of the equation R = 0. At first let us take such values of ,$r 
and ,$I that /sin it, I + [sin is, I f 0. It follows from (31) that the point with the coordinates 
K, = 0, K2 = 0 is the solution of the equation R = 0 at any such ,$r, t2. This means that the point 
(0, 0) lies on the boundary r of the stability domain of the scheme (24), (2.5). This result shows 
that the condition (29) is not sufficient for the stability of scheme (241, (25). 
Now let [r = t2. In this case the zeros of the resultant satisfy the equation 
u4 - sin’(+s,)u” = 0, (33) 
where 
u=K1 +K2. 
Equation (33) has one solution u = 0 of multiplicity two and two simple solutions u = f sin it,. 
It is easy to see that the line 
K, = -K2 
corresponds to the first solution in the (K,, K,)-plane. The lines 
K, = -K2 f 1 
correspond to the two remaining solutions. 
If one sets [r = 0, then Kr = 0 at any values of K~, and K2 satisfies the equation 
2; - sin2( $t2)K2 = 0. 




K2=0, 2 - ) K2  0 (37) 
S; = +sin(it2), ~~ = * 1. (38) 
If one sets l2 = 0, then for Kr one obtains an equation which is similar to (36) and which has 
solutions 
K; = 0 7 (39) 
K, = +I. (40) 
Fig. 2. The graphs of the solutions of (33). 
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The solutions (34), (35), (37)-(40) are shown in Fig. 2. In the domains which are dashed in Fig. 
2, the resultant R has no zeros at sufficiently small values of 1 K, 1 and 1~2 I: 
R = - ( K,sin2i&, + K2sin2it2)2 # 0. 
It will be shown later that these domains represent the stability domains of the difference 
scheme (24), (2.5). 
Now we investigate the behaviour of the zeros of R in the neighbourhood of the multiple 
solution (34) at Smdl VaheS of K, and K~. Let us make in (31) the simplest linear change of 
variables: 
u =1;, +K2, z=Kr-K2, K, = ;(U +z), K2 = &f -z), 
and introduce the notations 
a2= [l -cos{t([r --[?)}I, s=sin is, +sin is,, 
sin is, -sin is, = 2 COS{+([, +t2)}(1 -COS2[i(5, -52)1]“2 
= Jzcos[;([, + 52,]s =ca. 
In what follows we shall consider 6 and s as new parameters instead of [r and t2. The 
parameter 6 is chosen in such a way that the value 6 = 0 corresponds to the solution (34). In 
addition, upon introducing the parameters 6 and s the expression for the resultant R becomes 
purely algebraic, which substantially facilitates the application of the results of elementary 
catastrophe theory: 
R = (1 - $2)U4 + $2Z2U2 + $2z4 - $s2u2 - ;&,Q - $c2S2z2 
= (1 _ ~?a’)~4 _ $(S” _ 2Pz2)u2 - +sszu - +<c2 -z2)a2z2. (41) 
In the neighborhood of the solution (34), 6 is a small parameter. Therefore, the coefficient 
affecting u4 in (41) is positive and the equation 
coefficient affecting u4 will be equal to 1: 
u4 - $2 - 26!+2 - ~CS6ZU - +<c2 
where the notations 
s 6 
(1 _ 32y2 -+s, (1 _ 32)1’2 + 
R = 0 may be reduced to a form in which the 
- 2 z )S2z2 = 0, (42) 
8 (43) 
have been introduced. 
To study the solutions of (42) we make use of catastrophe theory results [1,12]. For (42) one 
can find the corresponding three-parametric family of functions F(u ; z, 6, s) of a single 
variable u such that 
-&F(u; Z, 6, s) = 0; 
thus 
F = $A” + it,u” + $t2u2 + t,u + const., (45) 
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where 
t, = - ;(S’ - 26222), t, = - $cs&, t, = - i(c’ -z2p2z2. (46) 
Then (421 may be regarded as an equation for the catastrophe manifold of the family 
F(u ; z, 6, s) given by the relationships (441-(46). It follows from (4.5) and (46) that the family 
F(u ; z, 6, s) is a three-unfolding of the function iu” induced from the standard unfolding of 
the swallowtail catastrophe @(u; t,, t,, t,): 
qu; z, 6, s> = @+a,, t,, t-j). (47) 
Note that the Jacobian of the corresponding mapping of the parameters (z, 6, s) + (t,, t2, t3) 
(46) vanishes at z = 6 = s = 0. Therefore, the family F is not equivalent to the family @, and 
the unfolding F is not versal. 
The bifurcation set of the unfolding @ is the surface of folds given by the following 
relationships [l]: 
t, = -2u(t, + 2U7, t, = qt, + 3u2). (48) 
The higher degenerations lie on the curve of cusps 
t, = -6u2, t, = Su’, t, = -3LP. (49) 
It is convenient to describe the curve of cusps by a system of equations obtained by the 
elimination of u from the relationships (49): 
t,= + & I t, I 3’2, t,= -&It, 12. 
Fig. 3. The swallowtail surface. Fig. 4. The graphs of the curves of folds in the c.7, S, )- 
plane. 
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The form of the bifurcation set of the swallowtail catastrophe is presented in Fig. 3. The point 
of the swallowtail catastrophe has the coordinates 
t, = t, = t, = u = 0. 
Consider a question on the form of the curve of cusps for the unfolding F(u ; z, 6, s). For this 
purpose let us substitute the expressions for the coefficients ti (46) into the equations (50): 
4 
- ;cssz = f -4-“/z 1 s2 _ ~62~2 1312, 
36 
- i(c’ -z2)p*2 = - &-&’ - 2&2f. 
At small z, 
y2 = (c’ -z’) > 0, 
and we obtain from the second equation: 
82= +(4fi))1(s’-262z2)(c2-z’))‘2- *(4~y)-‘(sz-262z2). (51) 




Let us substitute (52) into the first equation of the cusps curve. We obtain 
Since c - fi, y - v!%, it is easy to see that (53) has only the solution s = 0 to which the value 
8z = 0 corresponds. Consequently, in the space of the parameters (6, z, s) the cusps lie on the 
axes of the coordinates 6 and z. 
(52) 
(53) 
Consider the equations for the curve of folds (48): 
cs6z = -U(? - 2a2z2 - SUZ), 
y%2z2 = u2(s2 - 2a2z2 - 12U2), 
(54) 
It is easy to see that the system (54) has the solution of the form u = 6z = 0 at any values of s. 
Employing the versality criterion of an unfolding (see, for example, [12, Theorem 8.6]), one can 
show that the unfolding F is not versa1 in the neighborhood of this solution. Consequently, the 
corresponding singularity is not a standard fold. It will be shown subsequently that at 
u = 6z = 0 there occurs the tangency of different pieces of the catastrophe manifold (42). 
Let us find other solutions of the system (54). We find from the second equation that 
1 
62 = ‘/2 f -U(?- 12u2) . 
Y 
(55) 
Substituting (55) into the first equation of (54) and taking into account the smallness of the 
parameters, we find after some calculations that other small solutions of the system (54) have 
the form 
S2 
6z= +z (56) 
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The corresponding values of u are given by the formula 
u = r$s. (57) 
Consider the behaviour of solutions of the equations R = 0 in the neighbourhood of the 
bifurcation set. From (42) we obtain for small 6, z and s the following approximate equation: 
U4 - fL2U2 - $x6zu - +c262z2 = 0. 
It can be rewritten as 
u4 - f(.su + c6z)’ = 0. (58) 
The solutions of (58) are easily found: 
Ul,2 = fS + ($2 + ;c6zy2, U3,4 = - $s + ($2 - ;CGZy2. (59) 
It follows from (59) that the singularities (56) are standard folds, and at 82 = 0 there occurs the 
tangency of the second and of the third solutions in (591 at the point u = 0. The obtained 
results show that the family F is in fact biparametric, with the parameters s and s,: 
S, = 62. (60) 
Therefore, the bifurcation set may conveniently be presented in the (s, s,l-plane (Fig. 4). It 
consists of the two parabolas (56) and the s-axis of coordinates. The numbers in Fig. 4 show the 
number of real solutions of (42). 
Now consider the question on the disposition of the solutions in the plane of the difference 
scheme parameters K, and K~. We will assume for the simplicity of the analysis that s # 0 and 
6 4 0. Then the solutions (59) take the form 
C8Z 




uJ= -(l +q, l‘lq= -;s+ -2, 
s 
(61) 
where E + 0 at 6 -+ 0. Let us introduce the notations 
a = sin it,, b=sin it,. 
By definition, u = UK, + bK2, z = a~, - bK2, and taking into account the formulas (43) and the 
smallness of 6, we have 
c6=a-b, s=a+b. 
Let us substitute the expressions for u, z, CS and s into the formulas (61). We find that the 
lines 
U, * K2 = -K, + 
(u + b)’ 
4ab ’ 
U2 = K2 = - (a2b-2 - EI)K,, 
ZA3 * K2 = - (a2bp2 + E,)KI, 
(u + b)2 
U4*K2= -K, - 
4ab 
(62) 
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correspond in the (K,, K,)-plane to the solutions (61). The solutions U, and u2 merge at the 
fold point with the coordinates 
(,) _ _ (u + !7)2 - 2(a2 - b2) 
Kl - 
(,) _ (u + h): + 2(a2 - b2) 
16a(a -b) ’ K2 - 16b(a -b) * (63) 
The solutions u3 and uq merge at the point 
Kl 
(2, = -K(I’,, (2)= _ (1, K2 
K2 * 
It may be seen from the expressions (63) that if lsin $$, - sin $$, I + 0, then the fold points 
tend to the line ~~ = -K,. If sin it, + 0, then these points tend to the K,-axis, and at 
sin is, + 0, they tend to the K,-axis. Therefore, the zeros of the resultant R completely fill the 
second and the fourth quadrants of the (K,, K,)-plane. From this it follows that the difference 
scheme (241, (25) is unstable in these quadrants. Note that MacCormack himself (see [8]) 
proposed using the cyclical switches over backward and forward spatial differences for the 
stabilization of computations by his finite-difference method. 
Consider the behaviour of the zeros of the resultant R in the first and in the third quadrants. 
We will show that the dashed region in Fig. 2 does not contain the zeros of the resultant R. Let 
us switch to polar coordinates 
K, =T Cos 4, ~~ = Y sin 4 (64) 
in the (K,, K2)-plane. Substitute these expressions for K, and ~~ into the formula (31). As a 
result we obtain the equation R = 0 in polar coordinates: 
y =R,@, 51, S,), (65) 
where 
R,(& 51, 52) = 
6, sin $$, + c2 sin 36, 
(51 + Old2 + 1,2(1 - b2) ’ 
(66) 
i, =cos 4 sin is,, l2 = sin f$ sin is,, b = cos{3(S, - &,I}. (67) 
We show that in the domain K, 2 0, K2 a 0, K, + ~~ < 1 there are no zeros of the equation 
R = 0. For this purpose let us write the equation of the line K, + ~~ = 1 in polar coordinates: 
r = R,(4), 
where 
1 
R,(4) = cos 4 + sin $ ’ 
(68) 
Note that in the first quadrant, where cos 4 > 0, sin 4 2 0, the numerator and the denomina- 
tor in the formula (66) are nonnegative with regard to (67). Taking this fact into account we 
obtain the following formula for the difference RI -R,: 
R,W 51, S,> -R,(4) = 
ctg 4 [(a - q2 + 1 -b’] 
(sin 4 + cos +)[ (77 + 2b)’ + 1 -b’] ’ 
(69) 
where 17 = 11/12, a = sin $$, sin is,. It follows from (69) that always RI a R,; the equality 
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R, = R, takes place only at b2 = 1, a = b. These two latter equations are satisfied by 5, = t2 as 
follows from (67). This case was already considered above. Note that (69) is applicable also in 
the third quadrant where cos 4 G 0, sin 4 < 0. One can also note the following property of the 
curves of a biparametric family (65)-(67): all the curves of this family pass in the (K,, K,)-plane 
through four points with the coordinates (0, ) 1) and ( f 1, 0). This fact can easily be 
established directly on the basis of the formula (31). 
Thus the stability domain of the scheme (241, (25) has the form shown by dashed regions in 
Fig. 2 and is determined mathematically by the formulas 
K1 > 0, K2 2 0, K, +K& 1, 
K1 d 0, K2 < 0, K, +K2> -1. (70) 
The boundaries of the stability domain are represented by the pieces of the lines K~ = 0, ~~ = 0, 
K2 = 1 - K1 and ~~ = - 1 -K,. At the ValUeS of K,, ~2 lying on these lines the tangent spaces 
with respect to a smooth three-dimensional manifold R-'(O) should be parallel with the 
([,, [,)-plane. This means that dR/d&, = dR/d(, = 0 at K1 = 0, ~2 E [ - 1, 11, t2 = 0; ~2 = 0, 
K1 E I-1, 11, 5, = 0; K2 = -K, + 1, K~ E [0, 11, ~~ = -K~ - 1, K~ E [ - 1, 01, [r = &. The validity 
of these relationships can easily be verified. At the points (0, 01, (0, f 11, (* 1, 0) of intersec- 
tion of the boundary lines, the resultant R is identically equal to zero at all (,, t2. At these 
points the manifold Rp'(0) passes in parallel with the (El, l,)-plane. In other words, all the 
curves of the biparametric family of curves R5,,52(~,, K~) = R(K,, K~, tl, t2) pass through these 
points. 
To check up the correctness of the results on a qualitative behaviour of the curves of the 
family (14), (31) in the second and fourth quadrants that were established above with the aid of 
the catastrophe theory methods, we plotted on a graph plotter by means of computer graphics 
Fig. 5. The computed curves of the family (6.5-(67) in the (K1, K,)-plane. 
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k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
j 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 3 7 
1 15 13 11 12 7 5 3 6 6 14 
ten curves of this family for ten arbitrarily chosen pairs of the values of the parameters (&i, t2), 
see Fig. 5. The values [,k, tZk, k = 1,. . . , 10, in each of the above pairs were set by the 
formulas 
51k = (j - 1) A5, 52k = (I - 1) A5, A[ = $yr. (71) 
Here j, 1 are integers, 1 <j, 1 G 16. The correspondence between the curve number k from the 
family (14), (31) and the integers j, I in (71) is given in Table 1. We can see from Fig. 5 that 
catastrophe theory gives a correct description of the behaviour of the zeros of the resultant R. 
5. A method for the numerical determination of the stability domain boundary 
In the previous section we succeeded in a correct description of the resultant R zeros by 
using catastrophe theory and in refining the stability domain of the MacCormack scheme (24), 
(25). However, for complicated difference schemes one obtains such bulky expressions for the 
resultants that the analytic investigation of the manifold of the zeros becomes practically 
impossible. In particular, difficulties of this kind arise in the stability analysis of the improved 
version of the MacCormack scheme with cyclical switching over backward and forward spatial 
differences, proposed in [8]. Therefore, we propose in this section a numerical algorithm for 
determining the stability domain boundary of a difference scheme. 
Let (K(), so> be some solution of (14) which belongs to the stability domain boundary r. Let 
us set K = K~ + u and denote 
R(KO + u, 8) = @(% 6). (72) 
We shall consider @ as a family of functions of one variable ui,, depending on A4 + L - 1 
parameters: 
(U1,..*,Ui,,PIY Ui,~+l,“‘YU~M, S,Y.**>S,) E (“> 5). 
To determine the inner variable ui,, we consider the derivatives 
a’@ 
auf _“’ i= l,..., M, 1=1,2 )... . (73) 
Let 1 = k be the least order at which at least one derivative (73) is different from zero at all 
values 5 E n, that is, 
ak@ 
aul: U=o 
# 0, s= 1, 2,..., S, Sal, VgEU. (74) 
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Then any of the coordinates ui, may be taken as ui,,. Let us set 
F(x; U’, 5) = ~(U, 5), x =“i,,. (75) 
Since F( x ; u’, 5) is a family of functions of one variable, the corresponding family F may be 
found such that 
F(x;u’,&) = &r, 5). 
The bifurcation set of the family 
(76) 
coincides with the discriminant set [l] of the family F({x, u’, 5 : F = dF/dx = 0)). It follows 
from the condition (74) that F may be considered as an (L + M - I)-dimensional unfolding of 
the k-determined function F(x ; 0). As follows from catastrophe theory [l], there exists such a 
smooth mapping x = X(t ; u’, 5) (it is even analytical, since the resultant R is an analytic 
function) such that 
F(X(t ; u’, S); u’, 5) = ftk + bk_l(~‘, &)tkp’ + . . . +b,@‘, 6). (77) 
For even k the sign of tk is uniquely determined by the sign of the derivative (74) for ui,,. 
Since the resultant R(K, 4) is a polynomial of a finite degree N in the variables K~, @(u, 4) 
in (75) has the following form: 
@(u, 5) = 5 ~JS)C (78) 
/?=a 
where p = ( p,, . . . , p,) is a multi-index and up = of’ . . . U&M. Let us set 
X(t ; u’, 6) = c c&d, gt”. (79) 
s = 1 
As already stated, the series (79) has a nonzero radius of convergence (see, for example, [I]). 
Substituting the expressions (751, (781, (79) into (77) and equalling the terms of the same degree 
in t, we obtain a recurrence equation which uniquely determines the functions C&U’, 5) and 
therefore the function X(t ; u’, 5). Denote by t;(u’, 5) the solutions of the equation 
+tk + bk_l(U’, &)P’ + . . . +bo(u’, 5) = 0. (80) 
Then the set of smooth functions u,,, (‘) = X(t,(u’, 5) ; u’, 5) gives a complete description of the 
manifold of the solutions of equation (14) in some neighborhood of the original point (K”, 5). 
The boundary r of the stability domain of a difference scheme is an envelope of the 
L-parametric family of the solution of (14) with the parameters 5. Therefore, the values of the 
parameters ti = ,$,(‘)<u’> should satisfy the conditions 
~(u~i’(u’,p);u’,C)=o; i=l,..., L. 
1 
(81) 
However, the conditions (81) are not sufficient. The solutions of the system (81), ti = ,$!‘)(u’), 
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will determine the envelope only in the case when the function F has a global extremum over 
5, that is, the condition of the form 
(82) 
is satisfied. Conditions (81) and (82) completely determine the envelope of the family of the 
solutions ui,, = L@,‘(u’, 6) and consequently the stability domain boundary r in a neighbour- 
hood of the point K”. 
One important circumstance should now be mentioned. For (77) to be satisfied it is necessary 
that the derivatives (73) vanish up to the order k - 1. This gives (k - 1)M equations. The 
conditions (81) yield L additional equations. Thereby we have, together with the original 
equation R = 0, (k - 1)M + L + 1 equations for the functions depending on the variables K(), 
K, 5, that is, on 2M + L variables. By the Sard theorem [l] the above equation system has for 
k > 2 generally no solutions. Therefore, it would appear that it is sufficient to consider in (77) 
only the cases k < 2. However, this is not true. The values of 6 at which the relationship (77) is 
valid with k > 2 may be arbitrarily close to the values of ZJ corresponding to the envelope. 
Consequently if one restricts oneself to the consideration of cases k < 2, then errors in the 
numerical computations may be arbitrarily large. 
Upon determining r in the neighbourhood of the point Q, one can take as the original 
point some point of the form K” = ut’, di) = (u$ub), u{J, and repeat the overall procedure. 
As a result of this we obtain one more piece of the r boundary. A sequential repetition of this 
process will give a complete description of the stability domain boundary. An advantage of the 
proposed method is that it gives a correct description of all the singularities of the stability 
domain boundary of a difference scheme. 
This method was implemented on a computer. The results of the calculations of the 
boundary r for the MacCormack scheme completely coincide with the results of the foregoing 
section. 
6. Conclusion 
Summarizing the results obtained in the present paper we would like to point out the 
following, We consider as a significant result the fact that the problem on the determination of 
the stability domain of a difference scheme was reduced to the investigation of the manifold of 
solutions of (14). This circumstance provides good opportunities for the application of catastro- 
phe theory methods. In the present work we propose one of the possible approaches to the 
application of catastrophe theory methods. The resultant R is considered as a family of 
univariate functions. Either one of the difference scheme parameters ~~ or their linear 
combination is taken as the only variable. The advantage of such an approach in the use of R 
consists in the Jact that (14) becomes equivalent to an equation for the catastrophe manifold of 
some family R (R = dR/ax, x is an inner variable). Therefore, the results of elementary 
catastrophe theory become applicable for the analysis of the zeros of the resultant R. 
Of course, other approaches are possible. One can, for example, consider R to be a family of 
functions of M variables K~. Or the coordinates ti can conversely be regarded as inner 
variables, and Ki are then external parameters. Since the stability domain boundary is the 
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envelope of the family of the solutions of (14), the necessary conditions for the boundary have 
the form 
dR 
-=o, i=l,..., L. 
ati (83) 
It is obvious that the boundary r is determined by those values of the parameters K; at which 
the critical points satisfying (83) are the Morse L- or O-saddles. Singular points of the boundary 
r belong to the bifurcation set of the catastrophe manifold (83) with the constraint (14) (the 
boundary catastrophe). However, it appears to us that this approach is more convenient for 
theoretical investigations of possible types of the boundary r singularities, rather than for 
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